Assignment: Lesson Plan 1

***This information redacted: I reused it from copyrighted documents that other schools may use and cannot legally post it online***

Lesson Content Requirements

***This information redacted: I reused it from copyrighted documents that other schools may use and cannot legally post it online***

- The bibliography should be annotated, giving each reference a short description of one of the following:
  - The origin of the source, and how it applies to the content being taught.
  - How or why you used the reference in preparing the lesson plan.

Grading Criteria

***This information redacted: I reused it from copyrighted documents that other schools may use and cannot legally post it online***

See the grading rubric for more information

Examples of potential topics

***This information redacted: I reused it from copyrighted documents that other schools may use and cannot legally post it online***

***Post-class note: I guess it wasn't very useful to try and post this because I re-used so much of it. Sorry!***